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Detecting SNP Interactions in Balanced and Imbalanced Datasets using 
Associative Classification 

Suneetha Uppu, Aneesh Krishna and Raj P.Gopalan 

Department of Computing, Curtin University, Perth, Australia 

Suneetha.uppu@postgrad.curtin.edu.au, A.Krishna@curtin.edu.au, 
R.Gopalan@curtin.edu.au 

Abstract. The genetic epidemiology behind the complex diseases are characterised by multiple factors acting togeth
er or independently. The complex network of these multiple factors induces pathological mechanisms which lead to 
disease manifestation. Advances in genotyping technology have dramatically increased the understanding of single 
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) associated with complex diseases. The interactions between SNPs responsible for 
disease susceptibility are being intensively explored in this era of genome wide association studies (GWAS). Several 
machine learning and data mining approaches have been proposed to track the inheritance of the disease and its sus
ceptibility towards the environmental factors. However, detecting these interactions continues to be a critical chal
lenge due to bio-molecular complexities and computational limitations. The goal of this research is to study the effec
tiveness of associative classification for detecting the epistasis in balanced and imbalanced datasets. The proposed 
approach was evaluated for two locus epistasis interactions using simulated data. The datasets were generated for 5 
different penetrance functions by varying heritability, minor allele frequency and sample size. In total, 23,400 da
tasets were generated and several experiments conducted to identify the disease causal SNP interactions. The accura
cy of classification by the proposed approach was compared with the previous approaches. Though the associative 
classification showed small improvement in accuracy for balanced datasets, it outperformed existing approaches for 
higher order multi-locus interactions in imbalanced datasets. 
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1 Introduction 

7 

The advances in technology helped biologists, geneticists and computer professionals to develop outstanding methods in 
exploring human genome. A major goal in this new era of genetics is to discover the susceptibility of diseases. A substan
tial number of GWA studies were carried out to identify the sources of complex diseases. SNPs have become most com
monly used biomarkers in case-control based GWA studies. A polymorphism is a single variation in DNA sequence and is 
present in one percent of the population. Despite the success in identifying thousands of genetic variances associated with 
complex human diseases, these studies present a number of challenges to the researchers. These include population stratifi
cation, missing heritability, low effect size of associations, difficulties in addressing the role of rare variant, and genes in
volved in the locus and mechanism which lead to the disease[l]. 

Often in genetic epidemiology, the biological phenomenon is not merely interpreted just as linear models; it may 
also be due to interference of interaction between genes and gene-environmental factors. Interaction is a nonlinear effect 
that depends at least on two independent factors that may influence phenotype. Gene-gene interaction or epistasis is of two 
types, biological and statistical. Biological epistasis is a phenomenon of physical interactions between biomolecules such as 
DNA, RNA, proteins and enzymes. Statistical epistasis occurs at population level due to inter-individual variation in DNA 
sequences. It is intuitively difficult to produce biological interpretations from statistical results due to inherent nonlinearity. 
However, interaction studies are challenging mathematically and computationally. For example, in a study of 300,000 
SNPs in GWA, there are 4 .5*1010 pair wise two-way interactions. It further grows to 4 .5*1015 for three way interac
tions[2]. Hence analyses of higher order interactions hit the limits of current computational technology. These challenges 
have been addressed by developing a number of tools and approaches. 

Recent research has explored the use of varying and modifying logic regression[3], penalized logistic regres
sion[ 4], classification and regression tree (CART)[5], multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS)[6], focused interac
tion testing framework[?] and automated detection of informative combined effects (DICE)[8].The evolution of huge high 
dimensional data in genomics has led to the application of data mining and machine learning approaches including data 
reduction and pattern recognition. These approaches discover interesting interactions by considering all genomic variables 
in vast search spaces. Data reduction approaches reduce high dimensional data to low dimensional data. They include com
binatorial partitioning method (CPM)[9], restricted partition method (RPM)[lO], set association[l l] , and multifactor di
mensionality reduction (MDR)[l2]. Pattern recognition approaches extract patterns from the data using techniques such as 
cluster analysis[l3], support vector machines (SVM)[l4], self-organizing maps (SOM)[l5]and neural networks (NNs) [14]. 
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